
WHITEPAPER
GAMING MULTI-METAVERSE 



“Can you imagine being able to travel to different worlds with just the use of a portal? Snorkeling at a beachfront haven where 
you can explore the depths of the ocean. Next stop: Traveling to a world in which the odd looking avatars are the main 

attraction. Maybe a world where dominance is weighted in the wages by war, decimating the landscape, seeking the strongest 
one to survive. The possibilities are endless and Ready4Player will extend these worlds to those who are not interested in games
but only in entertainment and shopping. By allowing interconnection there will be Metaverses full of casinos where wages are 

made and malls where you can purchase your heart and soul's desire. These worlds are not limited to those in the business world 
as there are Metaworlds that will be dedicated and designed for the corporate world and also provide the necessary security 

measures.This will all be possible with Ready4Player and one of the leading design teams in the World.”

Welcome to Ready4Player, Meta-Multiverse Gaming Platform.

Inspirational
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OUR COMPANY

“We are the company that develops the technology so 
that virtual worlds can interconnect and create the true 

Metaverse.



THE PROJECT
MULTIPLE INTERCONNECTED METAVERSES













INTERCONNECTION
United game servers

SYNCHRONIZATION
Score database

GAMING

Staking & Play to Earn

TOKEN EXCHANGE
Exchange your score for Play 

Token

HOW THIS WORKS?



We will provide an application that will keep your gaming profile and your score updated in 
real time with our blockchain.

This application synchronizes the information of the centralized games with your unique profile in 
the PLAYER BLOCKCHAIN. 

This will be accessible from PC’s, Video Game Consoles and Standalone Devices.

HOW WILL WE DO IT



We want to give people the true experience of the Metaverse, that experience that we all dream of 
every time we see a science fiction movie like "Ready Player One".

"Our company was not founded in search of money or fame, our team was born out of love for video 
games and programming, and thanks to this union and purpose, we have developed a program that will 
allow us to experience the metaverse as it really should be. "

Because we believe that one of the most important things about the Metaverse is an immersive 
experience, which makes you feel that you are living in another dimension and that everything is real.

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT



—R4P DEVS TEAM

“The true metaverse is the set of interconnected 
worlds that are part of a virtual reality 

network”



There is no compatibility between 
the blockchain and high-quality

game engines, only low poly 
games can be used 

NOW



We will provide the technology to 
connect high-quality graphic games to 
the blockchain

FUTURE



Centralized Decentralized
Realistic high-quality video 

games and metaverses
Economy that provides the 
opportunity of profit by 

playing

THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS



One of the goals of Ready4Player is to create and establish a "REAL" Multi-Metaverse that 
connects these established worlds. 

By means of interconnection, all users can experience a "Real" Metaverse, traveling metaphysically from one world to the 
next. These created worlds will allow real time interactions with other users, providing virtual experiences like no other. This
way every Metaverse World will reach their maximum potential as thousands of people will apply these dynamics to 
gaming, shopping, entertainment and the business world. 

The possibilities are endless.

PROJECT GOALS



GAMING
INNOVATION

Bionic hardware to improve 
gaming experience

ECONOMY
Give the opportunity to profit 

with your gaming skills

PROJECT GOALS

Deliver High-quality games



BLOCKCHAIN
Create an ecosystem 

DAPP
Exchange scores for PLAY 

tokens

SECURITY
Experts on cybersecurity

ENGINE
Unreal Engine / Unity

SCORE SYNC
Sycronize gaming profiles 
with a unique database

SERVERS
High traffic servers

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS



JOIN THE PLAYER 
BLOCKCHAIN



The Player Blockchain is the main ecosystem where our project will function, this blockchain has the purpose
to give an open-source ecosystem to players and game developers so “play to earn” becomes the norm
inside the gaming industry, while also giving security and ownerships of rewards.

Gaming is evolving every day and we believe the next step is companies giving rewards to their player to
incetivize and perpetuate the gaming expercience, hence the PLAY token idea was born, an 100% 
rewards token that allows players to earn money thorugh their gaming skills.

The Player Bockchain is the future of play to earn.

PLAYER BLOCKCHAIN



The score sync Dapp will allow players to exchange their centralized game scores for decentralized 
tokens, this will function inside the Player Blockchain by connecting both databases, the Player Blockchain 
will keep track of every player score and swap it into PLAY tokens inside the Dapp.

Assets will be also inside the Player Blockchain giving ownership of them to the players and allowing them 
to be sold or exchanged.

Security on this Dapp is one of the main focus, utilizing state-of-the-art techniques and parameters so the 
scores and tokens remain safe and without the risk of beign deleted by a server missfunction

SCORE SYNC



THE FIRST PLATFORM TO 
EXCHANGE GAME SCORE  
FOR CRYPTO CURRENCIES



The first pure ecosystem token backed up by NFT sales
The video game ecosystem will utilize The PLAY token functioning as the foundation for the economy inside our Metaverse.

Users can exchange their game score for PLAY tokens, and these tokens can later be exchange for other tokens as they retain 
monetary value.

The PLAY token will be available in most of the known blockchain and will also be in the PLAYER blockchain, which will be the
main ecosystem of the token.

PLAY TOKEN



TOKENOMICS ( PLAY TOKEN)

100%
Ecosystem



R4P token will allow you to get stake rewards in the form of PLAY tokens, giving you the opportunity to be 
the first to get amazing rewards when our games are released.

The R4P token and other games token will be the official way to get your hands on PLAY tokens before 
any game launch

R4P TOKEN



10%

15%

PLAY Token Liquidity

5%Presale IDO

10%

15%Team

10% Liquidity

7% Public Sale

8% Marketing

15%

2%Airdrop

3%Private Sale

Strategic Partnerships 
and exchage listings

Company reserve and 
ecosystem

Game Development

TOKENOMICS ( R4P TOKEN)



2,000,000,000
Total Supply

260,000,000
Circulating Supply

1,000,000,000
Max ammount of tokens to be burnt



R4P token holders will have the opportunity to stake their tokens for rewards, this rewards will come from 
the company reserve part of the tokenomics (Ecosystem).

Bonding will allow to create a treasury that will give rewards to stakers in the form of stable coins and will 
be airdropped in relation to the share of the pool of every staker. 

STAKING AND BONDING (R4P TOKEN)



Vesting system is implemented in all private sales of the token, private sale buyers will get 10% of the 
tokens after the sale and 2% each week starting after the IDO.

Company wallets will also have vesting system, this pertains to game development, strategic partnerships 
and exchange listings. This system will unlock 20% after IDO and 10% each month.

Team wallet will be locked for minimum a year.

VESTING (R4P TOKEN)



A governance system will be implementing allowing holders to take crucial decisions about the 
development and about strategies related to the token.

The bigger your share of the pool, the higher your voting power will be. 

That creates a fair system for investors in which their actual invesment gives them power inside the project.

GOVERNANCE (R4P TOKEN)



February April September

Devs 3 30 30

Programmers 3 4 4

TEAM EXPANSION



an open world where 
each real estate companies 
can integrate
their own projects



ENDLESS REAL ESTATE 
BUSINESS POSSIBILITIES



The Player Marketplace will be the place where all our assets will be sold, users will be able to buy, sell 
and exchange this as they please.

The Player Marketplace will contain the following type of assets:

• Game Assets
• Metaverse Lands
• Real estate Assets
• Special NFTs

PLAYER MARKETPLACE



Our company is researching next generation technology to improve the gaming experience:

• Next generation game control gear (gloves).
• VR/bionic headset (glasses).
• Artificial Intelligence NPCs.
• Geolocated Augmented and Mixed Reality. 

RESEARCH DEPARTMENT



JOIN THE PLAYER ARMY



THANKS
Do you have any questions?

info@ready4player.com 
ready4player.io
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